Opt now for smart workflow support for Title Management in the Cloud

NO SET-UP FEE FOR IBPA MEMBERS
(a saving of thousands of dollars)

SPECIAL PRICING FOR IBPA MEMBERS
USD 400 per month 2 full users, 1 read only, reporting and the services needed
+ USD 75 per month for every additional user

For an affordable, competitive monthly fee, you can have all of the above and more!

Get state-of-the-art support for your Product Life Cycle Management, powered by the intuitive User Interface of Klopotek STREAM – by using a slick, smart, pre-configured system in the Cloud at genuine low cost. Easy to work with. Proven & reliable. Available 24/7. For perfect workflow support. For discovering a new world of handling Title Management processes.

For all types of publishers – for you.
What will you get? Choose the best-of-breed approach to managing Editorial processes

More than 6 million titles with over 1,400,000 royalty statements are handled using the Klopotek system annually. Klopotek TEP (Title Management, Editorial, and Production) ensures the successful planning and marketing of digital and physical products for all types of publishers.

How does it work? State-of-the-art support for your publishing processes at low cost

As Klopotek Cloud makes use of a shared organization and infrastructure, it is a cost-effective alternative to operating a system on premise. Your data is available to you only; our data centers provide a high level of security.

Start working immediately, in an easy way, using a configuration based on best practices; the number of your processes in the Cloud can grow with your business requirements.

STREAM, our modern, cloud-based platform for a great User Experience on any type of device, is operated on a shared instance (available 24/7) providing process optimization and a fast roll-out.

Training made easy

During your 4-week trial period, you’ll get one hour of daily training for two weeks from one of our experts. A Q/A session concludes each week. After the trial period information sessions continue and are available for free for IBPA members. Additionally, in-depth training can be ordered to take place in the form of personal workshops or as web training sessions.

Klopotek Cloud makes use of STREAM technology. The learning curve for STREAM is minimal, so users are trained and can be productive in short time. Plus, as a result of our unified design approach, if you know how to use one app, you know how to use all apps.

Opting for Klopotek Cloud (standard version) will give you 24/7 access to these STREAM web apps

Product 360° – Title Life Cycle Manager: Title Metadata Editor – Title Life Cycle Manager: Title Structure Manager – Product Quality Manager – Metadata Export Manager – Contact Manager – Contact 360° – Contact Tracker – Classification Manager – Blurb Manager – Sales Price Manager – Klopotek Analytics – Mail Merge Manager

How to get started?

Scan this QR code to visit the IBPA member benefits page and click on the Klopotek option.

Contact IBPA
Christopher Locke, Phone 310-546-1818, christopher@ibpa-online.org
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